ABSTRACT This paper presents a 3-D surface saliency feature detection method, which can measure the importance geometry region of the point clouds. Different from existing approaches that are based on 3-D filter banks, the new method first constructs the curvature co-occurrence histogram (CCH), which encodes not only the global curvature occurrence, but also the co-occurrence of local distinctive features. And then, the mesh saliency is extracted from CCH through our mapping function. The proposed method is easy to implement and has high computation efficiency, which makes it especially suitable for large-scale 3-D point cloud preprocessing. The effectiveness of the saliency is demonstrated by point clouds' registration and mesh simplification. Experimental results, from visual and quantification, demonstrate that our saliency contains more local geometrical details information and has more stable globally measurement comparing with curvature only described feature and center-surround saliency.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with advances in high-speed 3D laserscanning and depth range sensor technologies, the collected point clouds has higher density rate and also the scanned models have higher accuracy. Hence, most of the raw scanned models usually generate a huge amount of data points. It brings various challenges for storage, registration and transmission in real application. Thus, efficient and accurate simplification methods for the data are necessary. But the regions of mesh having relatively more important geometry features should be preserved. Therefore, measuring the importance is essential for preprocessing the mesh.
Pure geometric measures of mesh shape such as curvature have a long history of application in mesh processing literature. Such as simplification [1] , smoothing [2] , [3] , shape matching [4] , rending [5] and viewpoint selection [6] . However, a pure curvature-based metric may not necessarily be a good metric of perceptual importance [1] . For example, we elastically stretch a small part of a sphere mesh, as in Figure 1a , where the neck-like and bump region is likely perceived to be important. However, it is likely that the neck region has lower or equal curvature compared to the most bottom hemisphere region in Figure 1b . In the past years, visual saliency theory has been applied in the field of mesh feature detection. The salient regions can be used to detect the mesh vertices that are important for the 3D surface.
There has been a number of mesh feature detection methods which are based on visual saliency reported in recent years. These methods can be divided into local center-surround operator [7] - [10] and multi-scale computation [1] , [2] , [4] , [11] . Leifman et al. [11] proposed a viewpoint selection method based on vertex distinctness. Gal and Cohen-Or [7] introduced a method for partial matching of surfaces represented by triangular meshes. Lee et al. [1] defined a center-surround operator on the local curvature as the discriminative feature. Pauly et al. [12] present a multi-scale technique for extracting surface variation and feature-points over different scales. And other local 3D shape descriptor to extract the feature, such as [13] and [14] . These models are based only on the local feature operator. Hence, the error created during the curvature estimation will be amplified by the local difference operator, such as the saliency in Figure 1c which is detected by the center-surround model [1] . Zhao et al. [15] proposed a global model named shape index field based on non-local means filter, it runs very slowly especially for 3D point cloud.
In this paper, we present a novel mesh saliency model based on the curvature co-occurrence histogram (CCH). Analogously to co-occurrence histogram based image saliency detection method [16] , [17] , the proposed model concurrently encodes both global shape features occurrence and local discriminative shape features compared with the surroundings. Therefore, it can be determined based on the distinctive feature and common shape feature. Figure 1d is shaded by our proposed saliency, and it can be observed that the bump region is shaded in higher value than bottom hemisphere region, which is consistent with the visual perception. We can observe that the model is computationally fast and easy to be implemented. Hence, it is especially suitable for processing large data sets.
The effectiveness of the model is verified by point cloud registration and mesh simplification results. It demonstrates that our mesh saliency represent more important features than the state-of-the-art model.
II. ALGORITHM
The algorithm is highly related to the model proposed for image saliency model [16] and includes two phases. Firstly, it constructs the Curvature Co-occurrence Histogram, which not only is the statistic of the global curvature information but also the co-occurrence of curvature information in the local region. Secondly, the saliency for each mesh vertex is mapped from the CCH in our saliency model.
we uniformly quantify the interval [g min , g max ] to K = {1, 2, · · · , k} bins, i.e. k levels. We denote the quantified G as {g 1 , g 2 , · · · , g k )}. The curvature co-occurrence histogram H is defined as:
where H is a symmetric square matrix of size k × k. For each vertex v i with a Gauss curvature g i falls into m, all vertex within the neighborhood of v i are examined one by one. If a neighboring vertex has a curvature value falls into n, the H element h(m, n) is increased by one. H is built after all vertices of the model are examined. The neighborhood of the vertex v i is defined as a ball centred at v i with radius r denoted as B(v i ) r . The CCH encodes both occurrence and co-occurrence of the vertices curvature. Each vertex pair with itself to account for many diagonal elements of the CCH, through which global shape occurrence information is captured. At the same time, each vertex pair with a number of neighborhood vertices, to account for non-diagonal elements of the CCH, through which local co-occurrence curvature feature is captured. For the Stanford bunny model in Figure 2a , Figure 2b shows its CCH. 
B. MESH SALIENCY FROM CCH
Mesh saliency is captured by two types of CCH elements. The first is that those elements far from the diagonal that correspond to small convex or concave parts of the mesh, such as eyes, foot in Figure 2a . The second is that those elements lying around the diagonal that correspond to mesh vertices paired with neighbors have relatively infrequent distribution, such as tail and ears in Figure 2b . We will establish a mapping from CCH to the vertex's saliency. We define a probability mass function (PMF) as:
The values in P are 0 or larger than the average should not be considered to be the contribution for saliency. And rest of the values are inversely proportional with saliency. The smaller probability value, the higher value of saliency. So an invertedP is computed as follows:
where p(m, n) denotes an element of P. As defined in (3), elements inP are set to 0 when there are no corresponding curvature value pairs within the model or when the corresponding P elements are lager than a certain threshold.
The threshold T in (3) is a measure of the average curvature value of model, which is set based on the average of nonzero elements within P as follows:
where INZ (P) denotes a binary nonzero function that sets all nonzero elements within P to 1 and rest to 0. The denominator INZ (P) counts all nonzero elements in P. As shown in Figure 2 , the curvature value of the mouth is less than the threshold T , so it has great value inP.
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The salient value for each vertex v i is computed as follows:
where j index the vertices within the neighborhood of v i , and r is set the same as in CCH construction. g i and g j denote curvature values at location v i and v j , respectively. Therefore,P(g i , g j ) is the element ofP indexed by g i and g j .
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. IMPLEMENTATION
There are 2 parameters need to be set in the algorithm. The first is the ball radius r which specifies the neighbor size of the given point. The second is the number of bins k involved in the curvature vectorization. The CCH has a very good characteristic: It is tolerant to the variation of the radius r. To show that, we fix the parameter k to 3700 bins, and then set r as 2%,4%,6%,8% of the model diameter. Taking the bunny model as an example, we depict the same sampled row in CCH for each parameter of r. It shows in Figure 3 that the CCH is similar to each other under different r. The main difference is that when the radius r is much too smaller, the distribution of CCH is likely close to 0. This is because only fewer closest neighboring vertices having nearly same curvature are taken into statistics when the r is oversmall. Hence, the total energy of the CCH is too small and local discriminative geometry features can not be encoded properly. Figure 4 shows the saliency of the bunny model under different radius r = 2%, 4%, 6%, 8% of the model diameter. It can be seen that when r is greater than or equal to 4% of the model diameter, the saliency detection results have been slightly influenced by the parameter. Considering the efficiency of the algorithm, we set r equals to the 4% of the model diameter in this paper.
After the radius r is determined in the algorithm, we discuss how to confirm the size of the CCH, i.e. k. The complexity of the algorithm is highly relative to it. Firstly, we define N as the number of vertices on model. And then, the maximum computation time of (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) are T (N 2 ), T (2k 2 ), T (k 2 ), T (k 2 ) and T (N 2 ), respectively. So the performance time of our algorithm is T (2N 2 + 4k 2 ). In order to have a higher quantification level k but not to raise the complexity much, it is reasonable to set
2 gives higher quantification level, the CCH takes up too much storage space to compute. It would restrict the application scope of the CCH.
Therefore, we proposed a nonlinear function from that we
2 log 10 N +1 . There are two main advantages of this function. Firstly, even for huge amount of point number N , the k is controlled in a computable scale, since it can be proofed that lim
4 (The proof is represented in Appendix.). Secondly, in most case when N is got in the range from 10 5 to 10 6 , the number of bins k has a moderate value in the range from 1710 to 2201. Figure 5 plots the number of bins k varying with different number of vertices N . It shows that the bins number k increases slowly as the N increasing to infinity, and it is restricted under 10 4 . Therefore, for any number of vertices of the model, the value k is satisfied with the limitations of computer hardware. It shows that even set bigger quantification levels than our proposed k, the computed saliency has a slight variation. It is hard to conclude that the proposed k gives an optimal choice of quantification levels, but it get a balance between store space and accuracy.
In Table 1 , we compare the computation time at different number of triangles. It can be seen that as the scale of point cloud increasing, the computation complexity increase extremely slower compares with the method in [1] . It makes our method extremely suitable for large scale point clouds feature detection. 
TABLE 1. Computation efficiency comparison (sec).
In Figure 1 , we shaded the synthesized model using different detecting method. And our saliency is more consistent with the visual perception. Figure 7 presents the surface saliency for the model cow, bunny and dragon. It can be seen that the regions with more geometry information have been indicated with ''warm colors''. Unlike in 2D images, 3D saliency detection does not have ground truth, so the accuracy of the detected saliency cannot be determined. To solve this problem, point cloud registration and mesh simplification approach is applied. The simplification and registration errors indicate the efficiency of the proposed saliency detection method. According to the points' saliency value, we can sample faithful points in registration, and exert weight on important vertices to preserve the local geometrical details in simplification. Figure 8c shows the sampled points which are obtained by our saliency. Higher salient regions will have more sampling points. Figure 8d shows the 95% simplified mesh, and the details is presented in III-C.
B. REGISTRATION
In this paper, the ICP algorithm [18] , [19] is used for registering the sampled points. For an original point cloud V in R 3 , 
Where D(·) denotes downsampling point cloud V according to the points' salient value. R is the rotation matrix and the rotation parameter θ is set to 20 • . We fix the point cloud V as the target and estimate R θ to register V to V . The ICP algorithm iteratively converge to the final estimation parameter R θ , which can minimize the distance of point set V and V . The efficiency of the saliency detection can be eventually determined by the registered RMSE (root mean square 2 and θ = |θ −θ|. Usually, the RMSE and angle estimating error indicate the performance of the algorithm. Figure 9 shows the ICP registration results as the subsampling rate P varying from 50% to 90%. It can be observed that the proposed method achieves comparable accuracy with [1] under RMSE criteria, while our method has relatively better results for θ estimation.
C. SIMPLIFICATION
In order to evaluate the effect of the simplification efficiency, our simplification results have been compared with QEM (Geometric quadric error metrics) method [20] and Lee-QEM (Lee saliency weighted QEM) method [1] . Analogous to Lee-QEM, we use the salient feature as the weight and exert it to mesh vertices during simplification. At the initialization, the quadric matrix Q for each vertex v is multiplied by its simplification weight W derived from the saliency of v: Q ← W (v)Q. After a vertex-pair collapse, the weight W for the new vertex is the sum of the weight for the pair of vertices being collapsed W (v i )+W (v j ). The weight for vertex is defined as:
where W (·) amplifies the salient value by λ to those salient value bigger than a threshold α. This will ensure that the important salient vertices will preserve their position longer.
In our method and Lee-QEM [1] , we all set λ = 100 and α = 30% percentile saliency. Figure 10 shows the visual quality comparison of the three simplification methods. We simplify each model to 1k triangles from the original models. Apparently, our method for all models even for 3D medical models which was generated from CT scan in retaining local details is much better than the QEM and Lee-QEM. Our method preserves the shapes of noses and mouths better. Other methods result in blurring or distortion in these regions.
To quantificationally compare the simplified results, we use triangular mesh error evaluation software Metro [21] , which can measure the difference between the original model and simplified model. The Max geometric errors and mean geometric errors of the three methods are showed in Figure 11 . It can be observed that our method has a moderate performance under both types of error criterion. We can deduce that our saliency not only gives an accurate measure for the salient surface region but also conduct properly at the non-salient region, which means that our saliency has a stable measure for mesh globally.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a novel 3D surface saliency detection method, which makes use of curvature co-occurrence histograms. Compared with state-of-the-art models, the proposed model has a high efficiency in computation especially suitable for large-scale date set processing. The registration results show that the points sampled from our saliency capture the main geometry features of the model. Therefore registering using points extracted from our saliency and points from other saliency have almost same registration error. The performances of simplification on various data show that our approach not only represents overall shape fidelity but also has the capability to retain the sharp and visual salient regions well. Institute, China Three Gorges University. He has authored one book and over 50 articles. His research interests include computer graphics, augmented reality, parallel computing, and big data. VOLUME 6, 2018 
